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“ RECOGNISING NEW TRENDS  
AND ROLLING THEM OUT  
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS” 

Food on the street
Streetfood is becoming a sensation in Ger-
many. Traditional markets are transforming 
into gourmet boulevards, more and more pre-
mium suppliers are establishing themselves 
in the fast-food segment, and even company 
canteens are offering creative meals and 
open kitchens. Read on pages 6–7 how 
kitchens and retail butchers can profit 
from the streetfood trend. 

perpetual favourite
Butchers and chefs face a tough challenge 
each time the barbecue season draws near. 
Every year they have to recognise trends in 
the market correctly, develop new ideas, and 
arouse barbecue-fever among their custo-
mers. On pages 4–5 you can find out what 
will be first on the griddle this year – and why 
more and more barbecue fans are acquiring 
a taste for hot chili.

The slaughterhouse
The Klein butchery does its slaughtering 
on Mondays. Livestock is bought from 
local farmers. “Only then can i know 
exactly what’s in my products – from 
the field to the counter,” explains 
Josef Klein.

The products
Klein’s butchery makes almost all its 
meat products itself and is always trying 
out new things, such as biltong – African-
style dried meat. 

shop-fittings
One of this butchery’s special features, 
aside from its almost 20-metre-long 
counter, is its big dry-aging chamber with 
one wall made of Himalayan salt where 
customers can watch beef maturing. 

The Lounge
The butchery offers its customers a 
spacious seating area with quality 
furnishings. “Customers have to feel 
at home,” says Mr Klein. Products 
behind the hot counter are of course 
fresh and cooked daily. 

Josef Klein is a fourth-generation 
butcher who is rooted in tradition. Yet 
this 50-year-old is still developing his 
business, trying out new products and 
putting new trends into place. Josef 
Klein and his 36 employees have been 
working in their new, ultra-modern 
butchery including slaughterhouse 
since september, the plans for which 
he designed largely himself.

CUSTOMER 
PORTRAiT

INTERVIEWED: 
    JOSEF KLEIN
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The food market is in perpetual change. At RAPS we regularly 
research future trends. You will find our latest trend report for 
the year 2016 at www.raps.com

Recognising new developments and launch them together with 
our customers is one of the most important things we aim to do 
at RAPS. This edition of our customer magazine INSIDE (RAPS) 
brings you themes which will be relevant and important over the 
coming months. Changes in the world of food mean opportunities. 
We want to show you what’s new at RAPS and help you make the 
best use of trends for your business. 

The barbecue season is one of the year’s biggest generators of 
sales. Every year we face the challenge of winning our customers 
over with creative promotions and new ideas. Consumers are  
getting steadily more demanding and also more experimental.  
If you recognise and understand recent developments as well as 
new trends in flavour early on, then you will be on the right track 
to create plenty of great new products and classic favourites for 
the forthcoming barbecue season.

Unlike barbecuing, streetfood is a relatively recent trend. 
But what exactly is it all about? Why is streetfood so much in 
vogue and how can you benefit from it? These are questions 
we want to examine as we explore this exciting trend from 
the US together with you. 

Be inspired. Enjoy the read!

sascha Thaens
Director Sales Management & Strategy

Mr Klein, many butchers are fighting for 
survival but you’ve invested in a big new 
butchery. is that risky?
No, i’m certain that our approach will work. 
We offer consistently high-quality products 
which we make ourselves. To me it’s import-
ant that i can explain to my customer where 
my sausages and meat come from. That’s 
what keeps us alive.

How should butchers position themselves in 
the market these days in order to succeed?
You have to focus on what you do best. As a 
butcher you stand little chance if you try to 
fight the discounters. instead we have to con-
centrate on the growing group of customers 
who place value on quality and local produce. 
it’s their needs we should be trying to meet.

How important is it to keep adapting your 
product range? My wife always says to  
me that we have to offer our customers  
something new every week and surprise 
them with creative products. Our customers 
should feel that they’re missing out on  
something if they don’t go to the butcher  
for a whole week. 
 
is that why you run special promotions  
like your pulled-pork Day?
My wife and i were at a RAPS seminar about 
this and we tried it out at our butchery.  

We put a smoker outside the door and sold 
pulled-pork burgers for two days. it was 
really well received.

What do you look out for when you buy 
goods?
What’s most important to me is quality and 
personal contact. i don’t buy my goods  
through direct distribution – even though it 
may be cheaper to do so. To me it’s important 
that i can talk to someone like my personal 
RAPS consultant about the products and  
chat to them. That’s one of the reasons  
why i’ve been working with RAPS for almost 
25 years – just like my father did before me.

What are you planning for the coming 
months?
We want to hold a small farmer’s market 
outside our shop – involving other suppliers 
from the region. i’m also equipping a former 
bunker so that i can mature ham there.  
Bunker-aged ham is something i saw on  
holiday on the island of Usedom (Baltic Sea), 
and i want to offer it in my shop as well. 

DAS KUNDENMAGAZIN VON RAPS

SCHUTZGEBÜHR 3,50 EURO

FRÜHLING  2016DAS KUNDENMAGAZIN VON RAPS

DER NEUE TREND:
STREETFOOD
Was dahinter steckt – und wie 
Sie ihn in Ihrer Küche umsetzen.

KREATIV

BRATWURST-
KLASSIKER MODERN
Das beliebteste Grillgut der 
Deutschen erfindet sich neu.

TREND

QUALITÄTS-
OFFENSIVE
Bei seinen Rohstoffen setzt 
RAPS höchste Standards an

RAPS INSIDE

FEUER, 
FERTIG, 

LOS!
Anstoß zur Grillsaison 2016



OUr BEsT 
rECipEs

INFERNO BEEF RUMP KEBAB

METHOD: 
1.  Cut beef rump into roulades and lay slices of pork belly on top. 
2. Marinade in MAGiC iNFERNO and roll up.
3. Place 3–5 roulades in a row and skewer them.
4.  Place a chunk of onion and paprika at either end.
5.  Marinade the outside with MAGiC iNFERNO and cut  

between the skewers.

Fry in a pan or cook on a grill at a medium to high heat 
until cooked as desired.

Recipe number: 5505414
(For a total quantity of 100 kg)
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COUNTER 
OF idEAS
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MAgiC inFErnO
prOD. nO. 1704953

Seasoning sauce for every kind of barbecue dish, especially 
beef, pork and poultry. Also suitable for completing vegetable 
and fried dishes. 

TrUCKEr sTEAK sVs
prOD. nO. 1695532

A seasonsed sprinkle ideal for barbecuing and pan frying 
featuring encapsulated salt. Gives all kinds of meat dishes a 
spicy seasoned flavour.

LEMOn pEppEr
prOD. nO. 1000595

This seasoning gives fish and poultry, as well as salads and 
side-dishes, a pleasant, fruity-spicy flavour.

spECiAL sEAsOning OiL 
prOD. nO. 1000692

Seasoning oil that goes perfectly with decorative spices such 
as Trucker Steak SvS and lemon pepper. Protects exterior spices 
from burning.
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GERMANS LIKE IT HOT

IT’S THE BLEND 
THAT COUNTS

Traditional herb-based seasoned marinades remain on top of 
the charts. But their hot rivals are catching up. Forty percent  
of Germans prefer marinades with a touch of pepper, and almost 
as many have now acquired a taste for the fiery chili.

There are hundreds of varieties of chilies worldwide, ranging 
from mild to fiercely spicy. RAPS products reflect this diversity. 
There are no fewer than three different types of chili in our new 
MAGiC iNFERNO seasoning sauce.

Habanero chilies get their name from the capital of Cuba, Havana – 
although the plant comes from Mexico. Habaneros are some of the 
hottest chilies around and taste tropically fruity. 

Chipotle chilies are smoked jalapeños which grow mainly in the 
USA and Mexico. Their smoky taste makes them especially suitable 
for stews and sauces.

Tabasco chilies are world-famous as the most important ingredient 
in Tabasco sauce. Around 4 cm long, their fruits are first yellow and 
then turn blazing red – and can be blazing hot too. 

ingrEDiEnTs: 
70 kg  beef rump 
16 kg  pork belly 
6 kg MAGiC iNFERNO 
 (Prod. no. 1704953) 

4 kg coloured peppers 
4 kg onions

LEMON PEPPER

   GRILLED ROOT VEGETAB
LES 

ROSEMARY SEA SALT

Magic Inferno

TASTY! INFERNO BEEF
  

RUMP KEBAB

SPECIAL SEASONING OIL

Trucker Steak SVS

COUNTER 
OF idEAS

(YOU WILL FIND THIS RECIPE AT 
WWW.RAPS.com)

Barbecuing remains enormously popular in Germany. According to a 
survey by the ipsos institute, three quarters of all Germans reach for 
the grill tongs every summer. Customers’ demands are rising by the 
year. if you want to come up with creative new ideas in time for the start 
of the potentially lucrative barbecue season, you have to detect new 
trends early, and observe past developments as well. 

Consumers like things to be practical – yet exotic. Studies in recent 
years show that barbecue enthusiasts prefer spicy, exotic, ready-made 
marinades that taste as good as home-made ones. Hotter flavours 
are growing in popularity alongside the classics. Chili is becoming 
increasingly popular, not least because many people acquire a taste 
for the hot spice while on holiday in Asia and South America. That is 
why RAPS developed a new chili range, including the MAGiC iNFERNO 

seasoning sauce which obtains its heat from three different 
types of chili. 

As far as meat is concerned, the most recent barbecue survey 
(“Wiesenhof”, 2014) reveals pork to be the Germans’ favourite 
on the barbecue, at 74%. Poultry and beef follow at 58% and 41%. 
vegetables are becoming an increasingly standard ingredient 
on the barbecue too, at 39%. 

As well as our new products, this calls for the RAPS TRUCKER 
STEAKS SvS, a sprinkle spice blend which is great on pork and beef. 
Our fruity-spicy lemon pepper blend goes especially well with poultry, 
but also with fish and vegetables. For a beautiful glaze and to seal 
meat perfectly we recommend our SPECiAL SEASONiNG OiL.
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HABANERO Chili

TABASCO Chili

CHIPOTLE Chili

You will find more creative barbecue recipes 
in our recipe database at www.raps.com
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Streetfood means of course food that is sold on the street –  
just like the classic hot-dog stall. But nowadays, most people 
tend to associate streetfood with less conventional dishes  
like pulled-pork sandwiches and vegetarian burgers – as  
well as food trucks bearing fanciful names like ‘Curry up now’ 
and ‘Bacon Bomber’.
But streetfood is certainly not limited to food vans. Any kitchen 
and any butchery can benefit from the trend. For example:  
using our RAPS convenience products you can easily prepare  
attractive dishes like FRiEd dUCK BREAST WiTH SOY ANd 
PLUM in front of your customers’ eyes. 
This gets your customers involved and is how many streetfood 
sellers succeed. Another feature of streetfood is exotic  
dishes, and again RAPS offers some great new ideas. Our  
ASiAN BOUiLLON, for example, provides an excellent stock 
on which to base Asian wok and fried dishes. Or try a genuine 
head-turner like CURRY POPCORN CHiCKEN. These dishes  
help you bring the streetfood trend from the street into your 
kitchen. 

The latest culinary trend from the US has 
arrived in our kitchens: streetfood.
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DUCK AnD gOOsE sEAsOning
prOD. nO. 1000484-001

High-quality blend of different spices for roast duck and 
duck breast, as well as goose and goose breast. Also ideal 
for turkey. 

sOY AnD pLUM WOK sAUCE
prOD. nO. 1000450-004

This classic sauce gives wok meals and Asian food their 
typical soy taste. it also boasts a touch of fruity plum. 

AsiA BOUiLLOn
prOD. nO. 1000949-001

Perfect for Asian soups and as a stock on which to base wok and 
fried dishes as well as sauces. With ginger, soy and lemongrass. 

HANdLiCH: Curry-Popcorn Chicken 

FRUCHTiG: Rotbarschsaté mit Apfel-ingwer-Relish

Exotisch: Chicken Burger mit Mango Salsa und Guacamole 

Würzig: Gebackener Butternut mit Knoblauch und Chili

Feurig: Frittierter Grüner Spargel mit Chili Hollandaise

deftig: Pulled Pork mit geröstetem Schalotten Cole Slaw 

STREET-SIDE 
REVOLUTION

CREATIVE CUISINE CREATIVE CUISINE

OUr 
BEsT 

rECipEs

FRIED DUCK BREAST 
WITH SOY AND PLUM

METHOD: 
Cut the duck breast into strips, season with dUCK ANd GOOSE  
SEASONiNG, brown quickly in oil, add the peppers and onion strips 
and brown them as well.  Then add the cooked pasta, diced pumpkin 
and the SOY ANd PLUM WOK SAUCE, mix briefly, heat and serve.

Tip:
A little cinnamon gives the dish a special flavour. 

 (for 10 People)

You will find more streetfood recipes in our recipe 
database at www.raps.com

ingrEDiEnTs:
· 1.2 kg duck breast 
·   20 G dUCK ANd GOOSE  

SEASONiNG  
(PROd. NO. 1000484-001)

·   400 g onion cut into strips 
·   600 g red pepper cut  

into strips
·   400 g diced pumpkin

·   400 ML SOY ANd PLUM  
WOK SAUCE  
(PROd. NO. 1000450-004)

·   1.2 kg thin tagliatelle, cooked 
·    SOME GROUNd CiNNAMON 

(PROd. NO. 1000856-001)
·    100 ML STOCK MAdE FROM 

ASiAN BOUiLLON  
(PROd. NO. 1000949-001)

CURRY-POPCORN CHICKEN
You’ll find this in our recipe database at www.raps.com

3 TiPS FROM THE PRO:

1.Be bold and try out some unusual 
flavour combinations now and again. 
Chili and vanilla go wonderfully 
together, and you can give hearty 
dishes a fruity touch using mango. 

2.Have your local baker make your 
everyday rolls the way you want 
them – and tell your customers 
about it. That will set you apart 
from your rivals who just buy 
standard rolls. 

3.Treat your customers as equals: 
tell them where you get your 
raw ingredients, show them 
how your dishes are made, ask 
them what they want. 

FLORIAN DRECHSLER  
TELLS US HOW ANY  
BUSINESS CAN PROFIT FROM 
THE STREETFOOD TREND
Florian drechsler, Technical Food Service Consultant, explains: 
“Almost all streetfood sellers prepare their food in front of their 
customers’ eyes. it builds trust and gives the impression of more 
freshness. This concept can be applied to almost any catering 
scenario – grilling stations, food counters, open kitchens. 
Experience has shown me that there are certain dishes that sell  
much better if customers can watch them being made. Another 
thing we can learn from the streetfood boom is to be boldly creative. 
in today’s globalised world, many customers want to try out and get to 
know new flavours and new dishes. That’s why we at RAPS are always 
developing new products and like to create unusual flavours as well.”

CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE 
STREETFOOD IDEAS FROM 
THE RAPS RECIPE DATABASE

CONvENiENT: Curry Popcorn Chicken

FRUiTY: Rose fish saté with apple and ginger relish

EXOTiC: Chicken burger with mango salsa and guacamole

SPiCY: Roast butternut with garlic and chili

FiERY: deep-fried asparagus with chili hollandaise

HEARTY: Pulled pork with toasted shallots and coleslaw



A MATTER 
OF WURST!

The Germans love their bratwurst. Here in Germany, more than 
500 tonnes of bratwurst are consumed every day – or to put it another 
way, 265 bratwursts per second. And the Germans are especially 
keen on their sausages in summer. According to a survey by the 
ipsos institute, 88% of people who barbecue put bratwursts on 
the grill. But it’s no longer just the classic pork bratwurst that 
people are after. New surveys show that more and more people 
are looking for variety. Classics like the Thüringer and Nürnberger 
Rostbratwurst continue to enjoy popularity, whilst poultry, lamb  
and venison bratwursts are becoming more and more sought-after. 

Then there are exotic flavours like chili bratwurst and gorgonzola- 
pear bratwurst which you could introduce to increase sales. 

The classic bratwurst is being re-invented and undergoing a 
change in image. Nor does the bratwurst necessarily have to be 
high in calories. if you extend your range to include low-fat sausa-
ges made of poultry and vegetarian alternatives, you’ll score points 
with consumers and tap into new customer groups. Remember, 
the new RAPS Trend Report shows that health is set to become an 
even more important topic over years to come.

nürnberger rostbratwurst  
prod. no. 100509With pepper, caraway, coriander 

and rubbed marjoram
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FLAVOURSOME VARIATIONS  
FROM  RAPS

5,888
meter is the length of the longest bratwurst 
in the world. it was made in 1999 by master- 
butcher Bernhard Oßmer in Landshut. 

40,000
people visit the German Bratwurst Museum 
each year. it was opened in Holzhausen in 
Thüringen in 2006. 

703
is the age of the oldest bratwurst kitchen 
in Germany: Bratwurst-Glöcklein in 
Nuremberg was first mentioned in 
documents in 1313

36,000
tons of Thüringer Bratwurst are produced 
every year, approximately three times the 
weight of the Eiffel Tower. 

Thüringer rostbratwurst 

prod. no. 1000532 

With rubbed marjoram, pepper, 

caraway and mace

Zigeunerbratwurst/Merguez 

prod. no. 1000533

With paprika, onion, chili and 

rubbed marjoram

grillbratwurst/Westerngrillprod. no. 1000525

With pepper, ginger, coriander and lemon
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iNTERNATiONAL

The eyes of all Europe will be on France this summer. That’s 
where, starting on June 10, the football teams of 24 countries 
will be battling it out for the title of European Champion. 
But this big event will also have a culinary impact here in 
Germany: company canteens will be serving up special 
European Cup menus, caterers will be offering the national 
dishes of the countries competing, and butcheries will be 
stocking up on their barbecue meat. 

in short, the European Football Championships is the perfect 
opportunity to boost sales using special promotions – and  
ones that cost little to run. Take for example KULMBACH  
BEER MARiNAdE from RAPS. A survey run by Eismann  
revealed that barbecue meat is the most popular food  
when watching football – above chips and pizza. 

You can use some of the RAPS recipe ideas if you want to bring 
football fever to your business. 

At www.raps.com you will find lots of recipes developed espe-
cially for the European Championships – such as our Fanburger 
with bacon and spring onions. Our fiery MAGiC SALSA seasoning 
sauce is especially popular and it goes perfectly with the  
co-favourites for the Cup, Spain. Our Mediterranean MAGiC 
CAFÉ dE PARiS seasoning sauce is perfect for the final which 
will be held in Paris on July the 10th. its fine herb flavour is a 
great accompaniment to meat and fish dishes. 

OUr
BEsT

rECipEs

FANBURGER 
SALISBURY STEAK STYLE

METHOD:
1.  Mix the MiNCE TOP OZG  with water and KULMBACH  

BEER MARiNAdE and allow to soak for around 10 minutes. 
2.  Mix the mince and chopped spring onions evenly. 
3.  Shape the steaks and wrap them in slices of pork belly. 

Fry in a pan or cook on a grill at a medium to high heat 
until cooked as desired.

Recipe number: 5505292
(For a total quantity of 100 kg)

ingrEDiEnTs:
61 kg mince, mixed 
11 kg  drinking water
11 kg  MiNCE TOP OZG 

(PROd. NO. 1039674) 
 
 

5  kg  KULMBACH BEER  
MARiNAdE  
(PROd. NO. 1000596)

5 kg chopped spring onions
7 kg pork belly

KULMBACH BEEr MArinADE
prOD. nO. 1000596

This marinade, with its flavoursome beer taste, comes from the 
region of the world with the highest density of breweries. 

MAgiC CAFÉ DE pAris
prOD. nO. 1703417

This tasty meat and fish marinade is also particularly suitable 
for gratins and dips. 

MAgiC sALsA
prOD. nO. 1000912

Spirited, fiery Spanish oil marinade with paprika, parsley, 
coriander and the heat of jalapeño.

This summer the eyes of all Europe will 
be on France for a month

STAY IN THE LOOP 
WITH RAPS

SOME ASTOUNDING  
BRATWURST FIGURES



THE WORLD OF RAPS IN MINIATURE
‘Rapsody of Spices’ is the name of a shop on 
the RAPS factory premises which is special 
in two ways. Firstly it’s the only place where 
you can buy RAPS products in 
household quantities. 
Secondly, the shop is 
run entirely by around 
25 RAPS trainees. They 
are responsible for all of 
the work there: they buy the 
products, calculate the prices, 
develop marketing concepts, and 
sell the products on the shop floor. 
 
This unique project was developed by 
the trainees themselves in 2008 and is a 
permanent part of training at RAPS. 

Apprentices learn to take responsibility 
there, which challenges and encourages 
them. “Basically, Rapsody of Spices repre-
sents the whole world of RAPS in miniature,” 

says Fabienne Rosa, who oversees the 
project. “To our trainees it’s an ama-

zing opportunity to develop their 
skills and themselves.”

Trainee industrial management 
assistant Lisa Kessler agrees 
wholeheartedly. Last year she 
was the marketing manager 
at Rapsody of Spices. “So far 

this project has been the highlight of my 
training,” she says.

RAPS
iNSidE
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DOUBLY 
SURE

RAPS applies the highest standards to the 
quality of its raw ingredients – in the country 

of origin and on its own premises

RAPS applies the highest standards to the quality of its source 
materials – in the country of origin and on its own premises.

The word ‘quality’ comes from the Latin qualitas, which translates 
as the way something is or its nature. And that describes the RAPS 
quality aspiration perfectly. Only raw materials which are perfect by 
nature find their way into our products. RAPS has implemented a 
multi-stage, sophisticated testing system to guarantee the highest 
quality levels.

it begins in the countries of origin, where RAPS and its buyers 
are in direct contact with farmers and production facilities on 
location. “We want to ensure at the very beginning of the chain 
that the standards correspond with our expectations,” explains 
Christine Hofmann, who is responsible for Quality at RAPS. 
“First we look carefully at the quality of the raw materials, secondly  
at their purity.” The microbiological safety of products is fully 

guaranteed by subjecting many of the spices to bacterial reduction 
before further processing. The bacteria that exists in every spice 
are reduced and killed off using saturated steam, which does 
not significantly reduce the taste. The second step in the quality 
process happens at RAPS’ headquarters in Kulmbach, where 
samples from every single delivery are inspected in the laboratory. 
Only when it is certain that the raw material satisfies RAPS’ high 
standards, does processing begin. The herbs and spices are first 
frozen using nitrogen so that their full aroma is largely preserved 
during subsequent milling, and none of the valuable substances 
they contain are lost. This process is called cold milling. RAPS 
tries to keep food miles as short as possible when it comes to 
delivering raw materials. RAPS supports European vegetable 
and herb cultivation. As an example, the majority of onions we 
use are German-grown. We work closely with German producers. 
“Sustainability is a key factor at RAPS,” says Christine Hofmann. 
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An interview with Holger Höfer
about dialogue with the customer and 

product development at RAPS. 
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PREMIERE OF THE TRUFFLE HUNT. 
THE INSPIRATIONAL EVENT OF 2016

AdALBERT RAPS FOUNdATiON

Holger Höfer has been at home in the food 
industry for at least three decades: now  
51 years old, he has been at rAps since 
April 2014 where he heads up the Food 
service Division and has recently become 
responsible for the Delico area, which 
encompasses the retail butchery sector.  

in our interview, Höfer talks about being 
near to customers, challenges at rAps, 
and what he personally prefers to eat. 

Mr Höfer, you’re a trained cook, you 
attended a hotel management school 
in Heidelberg and you worked in catering 
for years. Does that experience help 
you in the work you are doing now?
Of course it’s good that i’m familiar with 
processes in kitchens. i know the problems 
and challenges that chefs and food 
businesses face, which makes it much 
easier for me to understand our 
customers. 

You worked in the industry for years before 
moving to rAps in 2014. What do you think 
distinguishes this family-run company?
i already knew RAPS as a pioneering 
company before i came here. That impres-
sion was entirely confirmed. RAPS is also 
a company which responds dynamically to 
the challenges in the market. i think there 
is a lot we have to do, and i find it incredibly 
exciting to be able to be part of this journey. 

rAps is considered pioneering and 
imaginative when it comes to new products. 
How does the company come up with so 
many ideas?
At RAPS, product development takes place 
as a process between several departments. 
We have technical consultants who are 
constantly talking to customers. Then there 
are our product managers who look out for 
new trends. Lastly, our sales consultants 
are constantly confronted by the market  
and the changes in it. Communication at 

RAPS tries not to be a one-way process. We 
want to know what our customers need and 
we adapt our product portfolio according to 
their wishes and requirements.

Because of your work, you deal with food 
all day long. What do you eat when you get 
home?
i particularly like international cuisine, which 
is probably because i’ve travelled the world 
a lot. i spent many years abroad and i was a 
chef on a Norwegian cruise liner for three 
years. 

And what do you have planned for this 
summer?
i’m looking forward to standing at my  
barbecue where i’m a bit of a purist.  
A good piece of meat and some fresh 
seasoning – that’s quite enough for me. 

The Adalbert Raps Foundation will be pre-
senting a new three-day inspirational event 
in Berlin to bring together the most inventi-
ve minds in the meat and food industry:  
the Truffle Hunt. Apart from professional 
networking, the aim of this event is to  
acquaint delegates with what’s 
new in the food industry and  
inspire them with creative ideas. 
From 3–5 April, 30 people will be given  
an opportunity to get to know some truly 
pioneering businesses. There will be 
fascinating talks such as the one by 
Christian Eggert, founder of the digital  
weekly market Bonativo, who will be  
explaining why urban consumers want 

to be more closely connected to farmers.  
The event will include different workshops 
and a visit to the famous ‘Markthalle 9’,  
Germany’s foremost streetfood showcase. 
“The Truffle Hunt is aimed at active, 
open-minded butchers and will allow  

successful entrepreneurs in the  
industry to meet each other,” 
says Olga Graf, who developed 

the Truffle Hunt concept together with 
her colleagues at the renowned Hasso 
Plattner institute. 

 
For information about registering please 
visit www.trueffeljagd.org

“Aufgespießt!” is the name of a 
new newsletter from the Adalbert 
Raps Foundation. it provides monthly 
news about the latest trends and 
developments in the food trade.  
You can view past editions and 
register to receive the newsletter 
at www.raps-stiftung.de.

CLOSER TO THE 
CUSTOMER

28.1.2016 "Aufgespießt!" im Dezember

http://us11.campaign-archive1.com/?u=416d233fc9d1a08e56cf47316&id=ab68329c29&e=eb284f10ee 1/3

Heute mit: Kumpel & Keule, Metzger-Misere, Facebook-Tipps View this email in your browser

Filetstück des Monats

Retter der Wurst: In ganz Berlin gibt es zurzeit acht Lehrlinge, die sich zum Metzger
ausbilden lassen. Acht! - und das in einer Vier-Millionen-Stadt. Ausgerechnet dort,
wo dieser ehrwürdige Handwerksberuf auszusterben droht, haben nun zwei junge
Männer eine „gläserne Metzgerei“ eröffnet – und die Medien stürzen sich förmlich
auf das „Kumpel & Keule“. Süddeutsche / Berliner Zeitung / Welt
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You can look forward to some fascinating 
articles about health and salad in our next 
edition in summer 2016.

KULMBACH AS A 
CULINARY CENTRE

Kulmbach may have only 25,000 inhabitants, 
but when it comes to food, this northern 
Bavarian town can equal any German city. 
Not only is it home to big-name firms like 
Kulmbacher Brauerei and RAPS, whose 
products are popular all over the world. 
Kulmbach is also renowned for its nutrition 
research centres, such as at the Max Rubner 
institute and the Bavarian Competence 
Centre for Nutrition. 
Locals and tourists can find out about the 
town’s long culinary tradition in a number 
of museums. There is a bakery museum 

and a brewery museum, and a few months 
ago Kulmbach’s museum assortment gained 
a third attraction: the German Spice Museum. 
visitors can taste and smell, see and touch 

exhibits spread over its 1,200 square metres, 
immersing themselves in the manifold world 
of spice. You can discover how exotic plants 

like pepper, cloves and cinnamon found their 
way from the Orient via the Mediterranean 
to Germany, and at the ‘Spice Club’ you can 
get advice and information about how best 
to use different spices in your everyday 
cooking. The new Spice Museum is supported 
by the Adalbert Raps Foundation. its exhibits 
include valuable works from the Adalbert 
Raps Library, as well as historical images 
documenting the company founder’s life story. 
The Spice Museum bolsters Kulmbach’s 
reputation as a centre of cuisine and taste 
in Germany.
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